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spirits: SAKÉ

Japan’s time-honored brew translates 
on American shores into something 
you’ll want to have on ice this summer.

For
Goodness,
Saké!



Y our parents got to know saké as a 
heated beverage, just as sushi was 
becoming mainstream. You came of 

age enjoying cool saké with yours. Today, 
saké is no longer the exclusive domain of 
Japanese restaurants. It’s an entire cate-
gory of brewed rice beverages waiting to 
be explored, especially when chilled and 
paired with a variety of foods. 
 According to Toshio Ueno, manager and 
saké specialist at L.A.’s Mutual Trading 
Company, its rising popularity goes hand 
in hand with the growing presence of Japa-
nese foods in the U.S. diet and the pursuit 
of chefs and foodies of umami —the wilder-
ness of the American palate beyond salty, 
sweet, bitter, and sour. Roughly defined, 
umami is savory, earthy, and mellow and 
has the capability to enhance the other 
four tastes. 
 “Young American chefs and restaurants 
are introducing numerous Japanese ingre-
dients such as yuzu juice, yuzukosho (a 
blend of citrus zest, garlic, chili, and salt), 
salmon roe (Ikura), uni eel, wagyu beef, 
konbu kelp, and shiitake mushrooms, into 
all kinds of Asian and non-Asian menus,” 
says Ueno. “As this has been going on in 
the last ten years, saké quality and selec-
tion have improved dramatically.”
 So what makes saké particularly good 
for summer at-home entertaining? Accord-
ing to Ueno, it is low in acid and tannins, 
but high in that all-important umami. This 
means it will complement lighter summer 
dishes, grilled meats, and a variety of eth-
nic cuisines with spicy or sour seasonings. 
 When entertaining, Ueno recommends 
introducing both your experienced and 
saké novice friends to a few ginjo, junmai 
ginjo or daiginjo selections. These are saké 
types made with rice grains that have a 
higher percentage of the husk and outer 
portion of the core milled off and leaving 
only 50-60% of the rice grain remaining 
prior to fermentation. He notes these sakés 
are smoother and more aromatic than the 
familiar junmai (brewed with rice that has 
been milled 30%, with 70% of each grain 
remaining). Many higher-end expressions 
also have fruity nuances that are not just 
food friendly, but taste better chilled.
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 “Sparkling saké is relatively new in terms of saké’s long 
history,” continues Ueno. “It’s a perfect first drink of the 
night as it is reminiscent of champagne. As the evening 
moves on, you can open a few different bottles and have 
your guests try them with oysters, shrimp, lobster and other 
shellfish, as well as cheeses. People will be surprised at 
how well bleu, havarti, gruyère, Romano, brie, manchego, 
and provolone pair with saké. Saké and barbeque are good 
friends; caramelized and seasoned grilled meats melt in 
your mouth when saké is paired with them.”
 Eiji Mori, Saké Sommelier at Sushi Roku in Newport 
Beach, CA, affirms its fun to have several bottles of different 
sakés to show friends how broad the category actually is. 
 “I like to have different grades of saké and begin with 
junmai—heated and chilled, as well as nigori (unfiltered 
or ‘cloudy’ sake, with some of the rice polishing remnants 
left in) so guests can experience different mouth feel and 
flavors,” he says. “You can also experiment with junmai 
if you want to see how saké flavors can change when it is 
heated up.” 
 While the saké world proves to be diverse and complex as 
wine, fine body and flavor nuances make several expressions 

perfect hot weather alternatives to vodka, gin, tequila blanco 
and other spirits, thanks to a lighter alcohol-by-volume of 14 
to 16% on average (though some can go as 21%). According 
to Mori, what makes saké a good cocktail foundation from a 
flavor standpoint are its earthy umami flavors that allow it 
to stand in for those high-strength spirits or add interesting 
dimension to an overall recipe. 
 “When compared to vodka and gin, saké has a much lower 
alcohol content, making it easier to serve and consume,” 
he details. “Saké can be used on its own or combined with 
another alcohol to make the taste stronger.” 
 Mori and Ueno also stress that in contrast to high proof 
spirits, sakés are meant to be enjoyed immediately after 
purchase, and stored for no more than a year in a cool, dark 
place. Bottles, once open, should be consumed within a 
week.
 “At home, I like to make sure each bottle is wrapped in 
paper or put in a box because saké does not react well to 
light,” he advises. “Once it is covered, it can be stored in 
a regular refrigerator. In contrast to the rules of wine, you 
want to drink saké when it’s as fresh as possible, except in 
special cases with a few aged varieties.”

Eight Sakés You Must Try This Summer

—elyse glickman

Ueno describes his Best of 
2017 picks to be, “friendly 
on palate, pure and clean 
entrance, fruity aroma and 
flavor with a refreshing 
finish,” as well as friendly 
to wallets, as they sell for 
under $30 per bottle. While 
flavored sakés can be good 
for beginner saké drinkers, 
Mori recommends sakés 
with clean, pure aromas 
and flavors that linger from 
start to finish.
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Amabuki Himawari 
Junmai Ginjo
Brewery: Amabuki Shuzo, 
Saga Prefecture, Japan   
Alcohol level: 16% 
This unpasteurized saké, crafted with sun-
flower yeast, has a dry, smooth palate, a 
cooling crisp finish, and herbaceous-fruity 
and floral notes. The fully rounded mouth 
feel allows it to stand up to herb or spiced 
oils, pickled fish, blue cheese, cream 
cheese and fresh shellfish.

Sho Chiku Bai Shirakabe-
gura Mio Sparkling Saké 
Brewery: Takara Shuzo, Nada, Hyogo 
Prefecture, Japan 
Alcohol Level: 5%   
This crowd-pleasing sparkling saké, one 
of the best-selling in the U.S., features a 
sweet aroma, soft and smooth texture, and 
refreshing flavor notes of stone fruits and 
honeysuckle that makes it a natural aperi-
tif or a partner for light, fruity summertime 
deserts, sharp cheeses, or fresh fruit. 

Kikusui Junmai Ginjo
Brewery: Kikusui Shuzo, 
Niigata Prefecture, Japan 
Alcohol Level: 15-16%  
This award-winning junmai ginjo (from 
Japan's National Saké Competition) is 
fermented for an extended period at a 
low temperature, removing its heavy taste 
and bringing forth an elegant aroma with 
a light palate. The elegant blue bottle is 
especially inviting, as is its aromas of 
rose and mandarin orange, and clean and 
spicy finish. It pairs with both subtle and 

strongly seasoned foods, such as dim sum, 
grilled chicken or pork with mild spice, 
creamy cheeses, and fresh fruits.

Kikusui Funaguchi 
Honjozo Draft
Brewery: Kikusui Shuzo, 
Niigata Prefecture, Japan  
Alcohol level: 19%
This libation is an outlier in the saké world. 
It can be aged in its can to create a clear 
tasting new saké. To age, store properly 
between 46° and 50°F. After six months, 
the saké gains a richer, fuller flavor. After 
eight to ten months, a brandy-like charac-
ter emerges, and after a year, a full-bodied 
aged saké emerges. It holds up well with a 
variety of favorite summer comfort foods 
including burgers, hot dogs, pizza and 
fried calamari.  

Sho Chiku 
Bai Rei Ginjo Draft
Brewery: Takara Saké USA, 
Berkeley, CA 
Alcohol Level: 15% 
The advanced brewing technique used in 
the production allows for the retention of 
the saké rice's delicate and fresh character. 
In addition to a bright floral bouquet and 
delicate fruity flavor associated with ginjo 
saké, the Kosher certified Rei has a rich 
quality and refreshing young draft-style 
character, tailor made for favorite summer 
lunchtime fare such as pasta salad, soba 
noodles, spicy tuna, seafood tempura, 
shabu shabu with ponzu sauce, garden 
salads.

Hana Flavored Saké 
Brewery: Takara Saké USA, 
Berkeley, CA 
Alcohol Level: 8% 
This line, available in Fuji apple, peach, 
raspberry, lychee and white peach, is 
brewed with water from the Sierra Nevada 
Mountains. It's an excellent introduction 
to saké and is a perfect partner for hors 
d'oeuvres.

Masumi Yawaraka 
Type-1 Junmai 
Brewery: Miyasaka Brewing Company, 
Shinshu Suwa, Nagano Prefecture, Japan   
Alcohol Level: 12% 
This fragrant, dry and light saké has sim-
ilar notes and mouth feel to a Sauvignon 
Blanc or Pinot Grigio in the daytime. It 
partners well with fresh greens, salads 
with citrus accents, grilled shrimp and 
herbed chicken.

Eiko Fuji HonKara Honjozo
Brewery: Eiko Fuji, 
Yamagata Prefecture, Japan 
Alcohol Level: 8% 
HonKara is an abbreviation for “Honjozo 
Karakuchi,” which is a classic type of saké, 
which are rich and robust. As karakuchi 
means it is dry, it has a light and silky 
mouth feel, some marshmallow-y sweet-
ness, and a crisp finish. It can be enjoyed 
chilled, at room temperature or gently 
warmed. Recommended food pairings 
include sushi, sashimi and salads. It also 
complements grilled meats.
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Smoke Over Kura 
Laurel Point, Studio City, CA 
MAKES 1 DRINK

¾   oz lime juice

¾   oz blackberry-habanero jam

½   oz Hakatsura Saké 

1½ oz El Silencio Black Mezcal 

1 blackberry, for garnish

 Serrano pepper, for garnish

1. In a Boston shaker, combine drink ingredients. 
2. Shake for 15-20 seconds; strain into serving 
glass.
3. Garnish with a blackberry and serrano pepper.
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Lychee Imperial 
Eiji Mori, Sushi Roku, Newport Beach, CA 
MAKES 1 DRINK

2  oz Saké Eiko Fuji Honkara Honjozo

1  oz lime juice

1½  oz lychee juice

1 oz agave

 Lychee, for garnish

1. In a shaker glass filled with ice, combine 
saké, lime juice, lychee juice and agave.
2. Strain into martini glass.
3. Garnish with lychee.
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The Elixir 
Marcus Cruz, Katana, West Hollywood, CA 
MAKES 1 DRINK

1 oz Saké Eiko Fuji Honjozo 

1  oz Absolut Elyx Vodka*

¾   oz lime juice

¾   oz simple syrup

1 cucumber slice

 Prickly pear purée

1. In a shaker, combine liquid ingredients 
over ice. Strain into rocks glass.
2. Garnish with cucumber and float prickly 
pear purée on top.

*A second ounce of saké can be added to 
replace the vodka if desired.

Katana Berry Sakétini 
Marcus Cruz, Katana, West Hollywood, CA 
MAKES 1 DRINK

2  raspberries

2  blackberries

2  serano peppers

2  oz Saké Eiko Fuji Honkara Honjozo

1  oz lemon juice

¾   oz blackberry liqueur

1  oz agave 

1 blackberry, for garnish

1. In a shaker glass, muddle fruit and pep-
pers together. Add saké, lemon juice,
blackberry liqueur, agave and ice. Shake 
vigorously.
2. Strain into martini glass (to serve without 
ice) or rocks glass (to serve on ice).
3. Garnish with blackberry.


